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Despite a large body of research, extant findings on the functional role of left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) in phonological and semantic
fluency are still controversial. Based on cross-study comparisons, a recent meta-analysis of neuroimaging results suggests that posterior-
dorsal (Brodmann area, BA, 44) and anterior-ventral parts (BA 45) of LIFG contribute differentially to processes of phonologically and
semantically cued word retrieval, respectively. In contrast, a subsequent functional magnetic resonance imaging experiment failed to
validate the proposed dissociation using a within-subjects design. In particular, no evidence for a specific role of BA 45 in semantic
fluency was found. Here, we resolve this apparent controversy by showing that the conflicting findings can be accounted for when
considering the influence of task demands and individual ability on resulting functional magnetic resonance imaging activation patterns.
By comparing phonological versus semantic fluency, higher activation was robustly observed in BA 44. For the opposite comparison,
higher activation was found in dorsal BA 45; however, this was more pronounced in posterior-dorsal parts of BA 45 for low-performing
subjects and was only apparent in anterior-dorsal parts of BA 45 under high demands on controlled semantic retrieval. Our results thus
disclose important determinants for detecting a functional segregation of LIFG in verbal fluency that also have implications for the
controversial findings in previous lesion studies. Moreover, the present parcellation of dorsal BA 45 corresponds well with anatomical
evidence suggesting a subdivision into an anterior (45A) and posterior part (45B) and may therefore represent evidence for its functional
significance in humans.

Introduction
Verbal fluency constitutes a classic neuropsychological test of
frontal lobe damage (Milner, 1964; Benton, 1968) that is among
the most frequently applied clinical measures in a multitude of
brain pathologies (Strauss et al., 2006). It is prototypically as-
sessed in terms of deliberate word generation following either a
phonological cue (e.g., letters; F, A, S, etc.) or a semantic cue (e.g.,
categories; animals, fruits, etc.). However, despite a wealth of
research, there is still considerable debate about the frontal lobes’
functional role in semantic versus phonological fluency

(Mummery et al., 1996; Paulesu et al., 1997; Troyer et al., 1998;
Gourovitch et al., 2000; Schwartz et al., 2003; Baldo et al.,
2006; Birn et al., 2010).

Ongoing discussions in the neuropsychological literature fo-
cus on the different specificity and sensitivity of the task’s two
variants for frontal lobe damage (Troyer et al., 1998; Henry and
Crawford, 2004; Robinson et al., 2012), whereas a related key
issue in the neuroimaging literature concerns whether the differ-
entially involved cognitive processes have dissociable localiza-
tions within prefrontal cortex (Mummery et al., 1996; Costafreda
et al., 2006; Heim et al., 2008). Based on a systematic review and
meta-analysis, Costafreda et al. (2006) suggested that phonolog-
ical fluency is represented more posterior-dorsally and semantic
fluency more anterior-ventrally in left inferior frontal gyrus
(LIFG), corresponding approximately to Brodmann areas (BA)
44 and 45 (Costafreda et al., 2006). Testing the proposed dissoci-
ation directly in a within-subjects experiment, Heim et al. (2008)
did not find supporting evidence. Compared with rest, both con-
ditions elicited overlapping activations in BA 44 and BA 45. How-
ever, phonological fluency was found to activate BA 44 stronger
than semantic fluency, whereas the inverse contrast did not reveal
significant activation differences in any part of LIFG (Heim et al.,
2008).
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Here, we propose that these seemingly opposing results of
Costafreda et al. (2006) and Heim et al. (2008) may be integrated
when the role of task demands and individual ability is consid-
ered. Although both fluency tasks share several core processes
(e.g., self-monitoring of verbal output or suppression of previ-
ously retrieved responses; Azuma, 2004), phonological and se-
mantic fluency differ considerably with respect to the kind of
search processes required for successful retrieval (Unsworth et
al., 2011). Phonological fluency most likely involves a serial
search based on systematic syllabification of initial letters (Mum-
mery et al., 1996; Rende et al., 2002), whereas semantic search is
driven by association chains and spreading activations within
cue-related subcategories (Gruenewald and Lockhead, 1980). In
addition to generating task-relevant subcategories (Rosen and
Engle, 1997) and actively shifting between them (Troyer et al.,
1997; Reverberi et al., 2006), semantic fluency may thus require
additional control processes such as selection of appropriate
items from competing alternatives (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997,
1998). Because controlled compared with overlearned semantic
retrieval results in selective activation of BA 45 (Amunts et al.,
2004), we tested the hypothesis that semantic versus phonologi-
cal fluency leads to differential activation of BA 45 only under
high demands on controlled semantic search and item selection.
In addition, the impact of individual ability on LIFG activation
was explored (compare Borkowski et al., 1967, Rosen and Engle,
1997).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Sixty-two healthy volunteers 18 to 45 years of age (mean, 26.1
years; SD, 6.6 years; 28 females) participated in the present experiment
with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). All subjects were
right-handed native German speakers and had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. None of them was under medical treatment or reported a
history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Written informed con-
sent was obtained from all subjects before participation. The study pro-
tocol was approved by the local ethics authorities. Subjects received a
compensation of 20 Euros for participation in the present experiment,
which was part of a larger study on prefrontal functions in healthy and
pathological conditions.

Experimental stimuli. The primary objective of this study was to test for
a presumed interaction effect between cue type (phonological vs seman-
tic) and task demand (high vs low). To this end, we conducted a behav-
ioral pilot study to select a set of appropriate letter and category cues for
the intended experimental manipulation of task difficulty. For the pho-
nological condition in the pilot experiment, preselection of 16 letter cues
was informed by the Mannheim Corpus of the German language pro-
vided by the CELEX database (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguis-
tics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; http://celex.mpi.nl). The Mannheim
Corpus comprises frequency estimations for a large set of existing words
in spoken German, and thus allows for a first indication of the expected
difficulty of individual letter cues. Before letter selection from the alpha-
bet, the consonant J and all vowels (A, E, I, U, O) were excluded. There-
after, consonants Y, X, Q, and C were excluded given their relatively
infrequent occurrence as initial letters of German nouns (maximum of
332 counts per one million nouns, exclusive of compound words). Fre-
quencies of the remaining 16 consonants (N, L, Z, D, R, T, W, V, K, P, H,
G, F, M, B, S) were distributed from 1112 to 8595 counts, thus providing
a sufficient range of difficulty for an empirical selection of letter cues with
high and low task demands. For the semantic condition in the pilot
experiment, preselection of 16 category cues was based on normative
data for 40 semantic fluency categories as assessed in a sample of German
students by Mannhaupt (1983). Among other indices, Mannhaupt
(1983) provided estimations of average production norms for individual
categories within a time interval of 40 s. Preselection of semantic cues
included 8 categories with a presumably high task demand (average
retrieval of �8 –10 category members: liquids, flowers, tools, kitchen

utensils, toys, accommodation, furniture, trees) and 8 categories with a
presumably low task demand (average retrieval of �12–14 category
members: hobbies, vegetables, professions, foods, vehicles/means of
transport, musical instruments, quadrupeds, relatives).

During the pilot experiment, subjects were asked to overtly generate as
many nouns/category members per cue as possible within a time limit of
1 min. Verbal and written instructions emphasized that using proper
names, morphological variations, or repetitions of words previously re-
trieved in the same trial was not allowed (Lezak et al., 2004; Strauss et al.,
2006). Letter and category trials were blocked, but individual cues were
presented separately with short breaks in between trials. Half of the sub-
jects started with the letter cues followed by the category cues, whereas
the other half was presented with the reversed order. Within cue-type
blocks, position and order of presentation of individual letter/category
cues was counterbalanced across subjects. Verbal responses were digitally
recorded for subsequent analysis using custom-built software.

Selection of cue stimuli for the fMRI study was based on the behavioral
results of the pilot experiment. For the intended 2 � 2 factorial manip-
ulation of cue type (phonological/letters vs semantic/categories) and task
demand (high vs low), four cues with almost comparable levels of em-
pirical difficulty were chosen for each of the four resulting cells of the
experimental design. Due to global differences in task difficulty between
phonological and semantic fluency, manipulations of task demand for
the two conditions cannot be matched directly; that is, phonological
compared with semantic fluency conditions are generally harder to ac-
complish (Mitrushina et al., 1999; Lezak et al., 2004). To account for
these global differences, we applied a selection strategy that provided a
comparable level of difficulty for low-demanding phonological and
high-demanding semantic cues and a comparable slope of difficulty
levels for each of the two cue types. The final set of individual cue
stimuli and estimations of their mean difficulty based on the pilot
experiment consisted of the following letters (task demand high: V, N, D, F;
low: T, B, S, K) and categories (task demand high: liquids [German:
“Flüssigkeiten”], toys [“Spielzeuge”], Furniture [“Möbelstücke”],
vegetables [“Gemüsearten”]; low: vehicles/means of transport [“Fort-
bewegungsmittel”], quadrupeds [“Vierbeiner”], musical instruments
[“Musikinstrumente”], professions [“Berufe”]). More detailed infor-
mation on the behavioral pilot study and stimulus selection can be ob-
tained from the corresponding authors.

Experimental paradigm and design (fMRI). In the present study, neural
correlates of verbal fluency in the LIFG were investigated using a 2 � 2
experimental design with factors cue type (phonological vs semantic)
and task demand (high vs low). In total, 16 different cue stimuli were
applied that were equally allocated to the four cells of the design. Cues
were presented visually at the center of a screen that was projected into
the scanner bore (see below). After the presentation of a cue stimulus,
subjects were prompted 8 times at an interval of 2 s by an acoustic signal
to overtly generate a noun or category member according to the given
cue. Cues were presented continuously throughout trials. Verbal fluency
trials were interleaved by rest intervals of 8 s. As in the pilot study, sub-
jects were instructed not to use proper names, morphological variations,
or repetitions of words previously retrieved in the same trial.

The fMRI experiment comprised three runs, each consisting of 16
trials. A single run lasted for 7.2 min. Individual cue stimuli were repeat-
edly presented across runs. To avoid potential carry-over effects and to
ensure orthogonality of regressors for fMRI modeling, the order of pre-
sentation of high- and low-demanding letter and category trials (as well
as of individual cues) was pseudorandomly counterbalanced across runs
and subjects.

Imaging procedure. fMRI was performed on a 3.0 tesla whole-body MR
Scanner (TIM Trio; Siemens) using an 8-channel head coil. Functional
images were collected using 28 oblique axial slices (slice thickness, 4 mm;
gap, 1 mm; matrix size, 64 � 64; in plane resolution, 3 � 3 mm; field of
view [FOV], 192 mm) with a T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging se-
quence (EPI; repetition time [TR], 1500 ms; echo time [TE], 30 ms; flip
angle [FA], 70°). The experiment comprised a single session with 3 runs
each lasting for 7.2 min; 288 functional images per run and subject were
acquired. In-house algorithms were applied for online correction of mo-
tion and distortion artifacts (Zaitsev et al., 2004) so that functional im-
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ages were unwarped and spatially aligned already before processing in
SPM8 (see below). High-resolution 3D T1-weighted images were ob-
tained with magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo images
(MPRAGE; TR, 2200 ms; TE, 4.11 ms; FA 12°; 160 sagittal slices; matrix
size, 256 � 256; FOV, 256 mm; 1 mm 3 cubic voxels).

Subjects lay supine on the scanner bed. To prevent excessive head
motion, neck and side pillows were used to fixate subject’s head inside the
coil. Visual cues were projected onto a screen mounted on the rear of the
scanner bore and were viewed via a mirror system. Overt verbal re-
sponses were recorded with a combined MR-compatible headset and
microphone system (CONFON system; MR confon) that was also used
for presentation of an auditory stimulus for pacing responses during
verbal fluency trials (see above). A microphone with two orthogonally
arranged heads was used to allow for later offline cancellation of scanner
noise. Trigger pulses from the MR scanner were monitored by the sound
device for subsequent synchronization of verbal responses with func-
tional imaging.

Behavioral data analyses. Recorded audio data were preprocessed and
denoised using Audacity (Version 1.3.12; audacity.sourceforge.net). On-
sets of verbal responses were automatically detected using Adobe Audi-
tion (Version 3; Adobe Systems) and CueListTool (Version 1.7;
http://tonbandstimmen.de/cuelisttool/index_e.htm). Subsequent pro-
cessing was conducted using a custom-built software tool written in
MATLAB (MathWorks). At first, onset detection was checked manually
and corrected wherever necessary. In addition, verbal responses were
listened to and transcribed. Based on trigger pulses synchronously re-
corded in both audio data and log files from visual presentation, audio
data were then merged with information on associated experimental
conditions that thus allowed evaluating transcribed verbal responses
concerning their accuracy. Consistent with the instructions (see above),
any occurrences of proper names, morphological variations, or repeti-
tions of words previously retrieved in the same trial were classified as
incorrect responses. Finally, evaluated data were exported for statistical
analyses.

Imaging analyses. All preprocessing of imaging data and subsequent
statistical analyses were performed using SPM8 (r4667; http://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8). Functional images were coregistered
to subjects’ anatomical scans. Anatomical scans were segmented using
the VBM8 toolbox (r435; http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/software/). De-
formation field parameters for nonlinear normalization into the stereo-
tactic Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space were then computed
using the DARTEL (diffeomorphic anatomical registration through ex-
ponentiated lie algebra; Ashburner, 2007) approach implemented in
VBM8.

First-level estimates of hemodynamic activation changes were com-
puted based on the General Linear Model. Regressors for each of the four
conditions of the 2 � 2 factorial design were built by convolving stick
functions of presentation onsets with a canonical hemodynamic re-
sponse function. In addition, the first derivatives of head-motion param-
eters were entered as nuisance regressors. As first-level analyses were
conducted in individual space, resulting �-images were aggregated across
the three sessions and subsequently transformed into stereotactic MNI
space using DARTEL deformation fields. Images were resampled to a
spatial resolution of 1.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 mm 3 and smoothed with an isotro-
pic Gaussian kernel with a full width at half maximum of 8 mm.

Normalized �-images were then entered into second-level analyses of
variance based on a flexible factorial model accounting for effects of
subjects as well as of the two main effects of interest (cue type, task
demand) and their interaction. Because the present research was focused
on LIFG, namely BA 44 and BA 45, second-level analyses were masked by
cytoarchitectonic probability maps for these areas (Amunts et al., 1999).
Probability maps were derived from the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Ver-
sion 1.8; Eickhoff et al., 2005, 2006, 2007). Included voxels had a proba-
bility of at least 40% for belonging either to BA 44 or BA 45 (Eickhoff et
al., 2005). Significance of activations was assessed at p � 0.05 (corrected
for family-wise error) and a cluster extent of k � 5 voxels (16.9 mm 3).

Results
Behavioral results
The mean numbers of correct responses per trial were entered
into a repeated-measurements ANOVA with within-subject fac-
tors cue type (phonological vs semantic) and task demand (high
vs low). As illustrated in Figure 1A, results revealed significant
main effects of both cue type (F(1,61) � 232.99, p � 0.001, partial
� 2 � 0.793) and task demand (F(1,61) � 424.34, p � 0.001, partial
� 2 � 0.874), but no significant interaction (F(1,61) � 1.38, p �
0.245, partial � 2 � 0.022).

Performance differences between conditions were mainly due
to omissions, whereas errors in terms of perseverations, rule
breaks, or naming of inadequate class/category members oc-
curred very infrequently. The mean error rate did not exceed
4.49% of responses. Given that the cued number of responses was
fixed to eight responses per trial, observed null responses were
therefore almost complementary to the correct responses and not
subject to further statistical testing (Fig. 1B).

Because global differences in item difficulty between lexical
and semantic cues are a task-inherent and inevitable confound,
careful item selection based on prior pilot testing intended to
provide comparable levels of difficulty at least for items following
phonological and semantic cues with low and high task demands,
respectively (see Materials and Methods). A manipulation check
in terms of a paired t test confirmed that difficult semantic cues
were not significantly more or less demanding than easy phono-
logical cues (t(61) � 1.379, p � 0.173). Subsequent calculation of
effect size (Cohen’s d � 0.1667) further substantiated that this
difference did not even constitute a small effect, because this
would have required an effect size of d � 0.2 (Cohen, 1988).
Therefore, regardless of a slight difference of 5.33 versus 5.49
responses on average, the two observed distributions for difficult
semantic and easy phonological items shared an overlap of �86%
(Cohen, 1988).

Imaging results
Second-level analyses comprising a flexible-factorial ANOVA re-
vealed significant main effects of the two within-subject factors
cue type (phonological vs semantic) and task demand (high vs
low) and a significant interaction. Spatial distributions of activa-
tions are illustrated in Figure 2A, C. For an allocation of activa-
tion patterns to BA 44 and BA 45, results were superimposed on
probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps derived from the SPM

Figure 1. A, B, Effects of cue type (lexical vs semantic) and task demand (high vs low) on
verbal fluency in terms of the mean number of correct (A) and null (B) responses. Bars colored in
dark and light gray illustrate high and low task demands, respectively. Because the total num-
ber of prompted responses was fixed (eight per trial at maximum) and because error rates were
very low (4.49% on average), the observed task-dependent pattern in correct responses was
almost perfectly complemented by null responses. Error bars denote SEM.
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Figure 2. Differential effects of cue type (phonological vs semantic) and task demand (high vs low) on the distribution of activations patterns in LIFG ( p � 0.05, family-wise error corrected).
Colors in A and C–H refer to different directions of effects (compare color column in Table 1): (i) Phon � Sem (blue), (ii) Sem � Phon (red), (iii) High � Low (cyan), (iv) Low � High (green), and
the interaction (v) Sem (High � Low) � Phon (High � Low) (magenta). A, Rendering of the activation patterns on the average of the sample’s normalized brains. B, Spatial distribution of the
proportions of subjects that showed either a higher activation in semantic versus phonological fluency or vice versa for a given voxel. C, Coronar and axial slices illustrating the distribution of
activations within BA 44 and BA 45. Activations are projected onto the sample’s average template brain in MNI space. Cytoarchitectural mapping of BA 44 and 45 is indicated in light gray (based on
probability maps derived from the SPM Anatomy Toolbox, see Materials and Methods), whereas all other parts of the brain are shaded in dark gray. Note that this mapping of BA 44 and BA 45 is
identical with the explicit masks used for the analysis. Latin numbers within brain slices indicate spatial locations of main effects and the interaction (see above). Note that effects may spatially
overlap, which is indicated by color mixtures (e.g., lilac resulting from the overlap of magenta and cyan). D–H, Parameter estimates for main activation peaks. Means and SEs are calculated based
on unadjusted � values (thus including random effects of subjects that are statistically accounted for in repeated-measures ANOVA).
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Anatomy Toolbox (see Materials and Methods; Eickhoff et al.,
2005, 2006, 2007). Subsequent comparisons confirmed that, re-
gardless of the level of task demand, phonological cues entailed
stronger activations in BA 44 than semantic cues (Fig. 2A, C,
activation cluster in blue color), whereas the opposite pattern was
observed in posterior dorsal portions of BA 45 (red). In addition,
higher compared with lower task demands led to activation dif-
ferences in anterior dorsal parts of BA 45 (cyan). In contrast,
lower compared with higher task demands yielded only an acti-
vation difference in posterior parts of BA 44 at the transition to
BA 6 (green). Furthermore, activation differences in anterior
dorsal portions of BA 45 were driven by a significant interaction
in terms of a stronger effect of task demand (high minus low) for
semantic cues compared with phonological cues (magenta). In-
ference statistics are reported in Table 1. Patterns of parameter
estimates underlying significant main and interaction effects are
illustrated in Figure 2D–H.

So far, present evidence supports the assumption that the dif-
ferential role of BA 44 and BA 45 for verbal fluency crucially
hinges on the combination of two factors: the type of cue and the
imposed task demands. However, to corroborate the dissociation
proposed by Costafreda et al. (2006) suggesting that stronger
contributions of BA 45 under semantic than phonological cues
and the opposite pattern for BA 44, an additional flexible-
factorial ANOVA was conducted while controlling for a potential
bias due to the global differences in task difficulty between pho-
nological and semantic cues. Therefore, we compared recruit-
ments of BA 44 and BA 45 for phonological versus semantic cues
under conditions of similar behavioral performances; that is, he-
modynamic responses following phonological cues with low task
demands versus semantic cues with high task demands. Results
again revealed a significant activation difference (p � 0.05,
family-wise error corrected) for comparing phonological with
semantic fluency in BA 44 (peak: �51.0 6.0 9.0), whereas the
opposite pattern was observed in anterior (�51.0 36.0 16.5) and
posterior dorsal parts of BA 45 (�48.0 27.0 31.5), although this
was less pronounced than in the overall analysis.

Contrasting phonological and semantic fluency revealed spa-
tially and cytoarchitectonically dissociable activation patterns in
LIFG. Activation was confined to BA 44 in the frontal operculum
for phonological versus semantic fluency and to dorsal portions
of BA 45 in the proximity of the inferior frontal sulcus for the
reverse comparison. This dissociation also becomes obvious
when considering the spatial distribution within BA 44 and BA 45
for the voxelwise proportions of subjects showing an activation

difference between phonological and semantic fluency in one or
the other direction (Fig. 2B).

Additional post hoc analyses
As hypothesized, the present analyses revealed that task demand
plays a crucial role for detecting activation differences between
phonological and semantic fluency in BA 45, particularly in its
anterior dorsal portion (Fig. 2G). Most surprisingly, however,
results also yielded a main effect for semantic compared with
phonological fluency in the posterior dorsal part of BA 45 (Fig.
2E). Because Heim et al. (2008) did not find any evidence for this
dissociation, the resulting discrepancy remains to be clarified.
Because the present sample was collected as matched controls for
ongoing patient studies, intellectual capabilities of subjects
spanned a broader range than the usual student samples com-
monly recruited for participation in neuroimaging experiments.
Therefore, individual task performance as a moderating factor
for activation differences might offer a potential explanation for
the diverging results on a significant activation difference in LIFG
for semantic compared with phonological fluency (in contrast to
the findings of Heim et al., 2008). To test this assumption, sub-
jects were split into two subsamples based on the empirical esti-
mates of their average performance scores in verbal fluency
above/below the overall sample’s median (across all 4 conditions
of the 2 � 2 experimental design, i.e., phonological vs semantic
cues by high vs low task demands). Resulting subsamples did not
differ with respect to age (high performer, 26.61 � 7.75 years; low
performer, 25.56 � 5.33 years; t(60) � 0.62, p � 0.538); male and
female subjects were equally distributed (�(1) � 0.261, p � 0.610)
across subsamples (high performer, 18 males; low performer, 16
males). For 52 of the 62 subjects (24 low vs 28 high performer), an
estimation of verbal crystallized intelligence based on a German
vocabulary test was available (the Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-
Test; Lehrl, 1999). As expected (Borkowski et al., 1967), subjects
with a high performance in verbal fluency also had significantly
higher intelligence scores than low-performing subjects (t(50) �
2.53, p � 0.014, Cohen’s d � 0.72).

With respect to the mean number of correct responses per
trial, a repeated-measures ANOVA including subsample as an
additional between-subjects factor further revealed a main effect
of subsample (F(1,61) � 96.83, p � 0.001), but also a marginally
significant interaction between cue type and subsample (F(1,60) �
3.83, p � 0.055). No other two- or three-way interaction with
subsample approached significance (highest F � 0.55, lowest p �

Table 1. Effects of cue type (phonological vs semantic) and task demand (high vs low) on left inferior frontal activation

Effect Color Extent Area

Coordinates Inference statistics

x y z t pFWE punc z

Cue type
(i) Phon � Sem Blue 1211 44 (93.1%) �51.5 7.5 12.0 12.27 �0.001 �0.001 Infinite

�52.5 6.0 28.5 7.14 �0.001 �0.001 6.70
(ii) Sem � Phon Red 294 45 (66.4%) �46.5 25.5 28.5 7.65 �0.001 �0.001 7.12

�43.5 15.0 36.0 6.64 �0.001 �0.001 6.28
Task demand

(iii) High � Low Cyan 428 45 (97.6%) �52.5 33.0 18.0 5.86 �0.001 �0.001 5.60
(iv) Low � High Green 110 44 (85.9%) �61.5 1.5 12.0 6.35 �0.001 �0.001 6.03

�58.5 7.5 4.5 4.41 0.004 �0.001 4.29
Interaction effect

(v) Sem(High � Low) Magenta 426 45 (93.3%) �49.5 28.5 16.5 5.84 �0.001 �0.001 5.58
� Phon(High�Low) �43.5 33.0 12.0 5.38 �0.001 �0.001 5.17

Color refers to illustration of activation distributions in Figure 2; extent refers to cluster size in voxels (1.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 mm 3); area denotes the probabilistic cytoarchitectonic mapping of activations with respect to BA 44 and BA 45; numbers
in parentheses refer to the proportion of the cluster within a given area.

FWE indicates family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons; unc, uncorrected for multiple comparisons.
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0.462). Behavioral performance of both subsamples is illustrated
in Figure 3A, B.

To explore the influence of individual ability and task perfor-
mance on the activation patterns reported in the main analysis
(Fig. 1), additional analyses were computed based on individual
� values extracted at group coordinates of the five major peak
voxels (Table 1). Given that the primary contrasts for identifica-
tion of seeds for extraction were independent of subsequent sta-
tistical tests on the effects of interest concerning the factor sample
(high vs low performer) and its interactions, biases in terms of
double dipping were effectively prevented (Kriegeskorte et al.,
2009). Results revealed a significant interaction effect between
cue type and sample in BA 44 (Fig. 1, activation cluster in red;
F(1,60) � 5.22, p � 0.026) and a trend in posterior dorsal BA 45
(Fig. 1, activation cluster in blue; F(1,60) � 3.02, p � 0.087), but
not in the other LIFG peaks (green, magenta, cyan; highest F �
0.331, lowest p � 0.567). As illustrated in Figure 4A, stronger BA
44 activations in conditions of phonological compared with se-
mantic fluency were evident particularly in subjects with higher
task performance, whereas the opposite contrast was more pro-
nounced in posterior dorsal BA 45 in low-performing subjects
(Fig. 4B). Summarizing the additional analyses, individual ability
seems to be another determinant for dissociable recruitments of
LIFG in phonological and semantic fluency.

Discussion
Cross-study comparisons in a recent meta-analysis suggested
that semantic and phonological fluency are subserved to different

extents by anterior-ventral and posterior-dorsal parts of LIFG,
respectively (Costafreda et al., 2006). Heim et al. (2008) at-
tempted to validate this proposal in a within-subjects experi-
ment, but did not find evidence for the suggested dissociation.
The present results resolve this apparent discrepancy. By taking
into account differences in task demands and individual ability,
we found a functional segregation of LIFG that accommodates
both the proposal of Costafreda et al. (2006) and the results of
Heim et al. (2008). Therefore, neural activation observed in BA
44 and BA 45 is differentially associated with information pro-
cessing involved in phonological and semantic search. However,
stronger activation in semantic fluency in anterior and posterior
parts of dorsal BA 45 appeared to be differentially driven by cue
difficulty and subjects’ performance (Figs. 2, 4).

These present findings have several implications. First of all,
they provide a compelling explanation as to why Heim et al.
(2008) and others (Mummery et al., 1996; Gourovitch et al.,
2000) failed to find stronger involvement of BA 45 in semantic
compared with phonological fluency. The main effect of seman-
tic versus phonological fluency was shown to be performance
dependent and particularly evident in low-performing subjects
(Fig. 4B). Moreover, because Heim et al.’s set of semantic cues
incorporated both difficult and easy items (Table 2), any specific
contributions of BA 45 under semantic fluency conditions with
high task demands would most likely be attenuated.

The evidence presented in this study for a differential involve-
ment of BA 45 in semantic fluency compared with phonological
fluency may also help to resolve controversial findings in the
extant lesion literature on whether LIFG is specifically involved in
semantic fluency. Although phonological fluency is particularly
sensitive to left frontal damage (Milner, 1964; Benton, 1968; Stuss
et al., 1998; Robinson et al., 2012), findings of impaired perfor-
mance for semantic fluency are less unequivocal (for an overview,
see Troyer et al., 1998, but also see meta-analysis of Henry and
Crawford, 2004). Using a voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping
approach, Baldo et al. (2006) suggested that the degree of frontal
involvement may rely on differences in the task demands of se-
mantic categories. This has now been corroborated by the present
data in that activation of anterior-dorsal BA 45 (Fig. 2, magenta)
was driven by an interaction effect between task demand and cue
type. Therefore, task-demand-related activation differences were
most pronounced in semantic but not phonological fluency, pre-
sumably indicating different demands on cognitive control.

Previous research has proposed a nonlinguistic role of LIFG
subregions in being responsible for domain-independent selec-
tion from among competing alternatives (Thompson-Schill et
al., 1997, 1998; Robinson et al., 1998). In verbal fluency, a seman-
tically cued search is predicated primarily on spreading activa-

Figure 3. Effects of cue type (lexical vs semantic) and task demand (high vs low) on the mean
number of correct responses in low-performing (A) and high-performing subjects (B). Error bars
denote SEM.

Figure 4. Influence of subjects’ ability on left inferior frontal activation differences imposed
by cue type in BA 44 (A) and posterior dorsal BA 45 (B). Assignment of bar colors is identical to
Figure 2A and refers to the different directions of effects in the main analysis: Phon � Sem
(blue), Sem � Phon (red). Means and SEs are calculated based on unadjusted � values (thus
including random effects of subjects that are accounted for in repeated-measures ANOVA).

Table 2. Approximation of item difficulty in the semantic fluency condition of Heim
et al. (2008) based on Mannhaupt (1983)

Heim et al.
Item

Mannhaupt

Related item (#) Search field Expected difficulty

Birds “Vogel” (36) 15.65 Low
Mammals NA NA NA
Food “Nahrungsmittel” (21) 13.87 Low
Weapons NA NA NA
Tools “Werkzeug” (31) 8.69 High
Toys “Spielzeug” (14) 9.65 High

Because Heim et al. (2008) tested German natives, item difficulty of the applied semantic categories can be approx-
imated using normative data from a German sample reported by Mannhaupt (1983). The variable “search field” is an
empirically derived estimation of the size of a given semantic category that reflects its difficulty; a larger search field
is associated with a lower difficulty and vice versa. NA indicates not assessed.
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tions in semantic networks, thus requiring a controlled selection
from among coactivated items. Higher demands on controlled
item selection can therefore be expected for more extensive, less
restrained semantic categories that activate a multitude of alter-
native response options. Here, however, the easier semantic con-
dition with low task demands was associated with the least
activation in anterior-dorsal BA 45 (Fig. 2H, magenta), thus ren-
dering this interpretation unlikely. Therefore, differential de-
mands on the selection of appropriate semantic representations
can only partially account for the present data in so far as the
more difficult of the semantic conditions requires to restrain in-
adequate and distracting items from adjacent but irrelevant cat-
egories (Troyer et al., 1997, Unsworth et al., 2011) or to suppress
recurrent resampling of previously retrieved items (Rosen and
Engle, 1997). Phonological fluency may place even higher de-
mands on selection because it requires suppression of habitual
responses automatically triggered by the meaning of retrieved
words (Perret, 1974, but also see Henry and Crawford, 2004;
Robinson et al., 2012).

LIFG’s proposed pivotal role in controlled semantic retrieval
(Wagner et al., 2001) may provide an alternative interpretation of
the present interaction of cue type and task demands in anterior-
dorsal BA 45 (Fig. 2, magenta). LIFG is suggested to “directly
support the top-down (controlled) retrieval of knowledge when
bottom-up (automatic) retrieval is insufficient” (Badre et al.,
2005, p. 908; see also Wagner et al., 2001). In semantic fluency,
searching for members of a given category (e.g., fruits) is believed
to be a two-stage process (Gruenewald and Lockhead, 1980),
consisting of a top-down identification of task-relevant subcate-
gories in terms of semantically related search fields (e.g., citrus
fruits) and a bottom-up retrieval of items based on automatically
triggered associations (i.e., spreading activations; Collins and
Loftus, 1975) within that subcategory (e.g., orange-tangerine-
lemon-etc.; Reverberi et al., 2006). Therefore, when a subcate-
gory (e.g., citrus fruits) is exhausted so that automatic
coactivation of new items based on semantic proximity is weak,
another task-relevant subcategory (e.g., berries) has to be actively
identified and switched to (Gruenewald and Lockhead, 1980;
Rosen and Engle, 1997; Troyer et al., 1997, 1998; Mayr and Kliegl,
2000). Accordingly, semantic categories with small search fields
are more difficult (compare Table 2, Mannhaupt, 1983) because
they place increased demands on strategic search and generation
of new subcategories. Consistent with this, anterior-dorsal BA 45
was most strongly activated in semantic fluency with high task
demands and least engaged in semantic fluency with low task
demands (Fig. 2H, magenta). In contrast, anterior-dorsal BA 45
showed an intermediate activation in both phonological condi-
tions (Paulesu et al., 1997); that is, regardless of task demands.
This result is consistent with assumptions that phonological
search is not exclusively based on phonemic information, but
may also rely on semantic facilitation (Schwartz et al., 2003),
possibly reflecting deliberate application of semantic retrieval
strategies serving to structure the search in phonological fluency
(Azuma, 2004). For example, searching words of the given initial
letter (e.g., T) may be guided by semantic categories (animals
starting with T, then fruits, etc.).

Concurring with the proposed LIFG mechanisms on top-
down control in semantic retrieval, patients with lesions in
lateral frontal cortex were found to be specifically impaired in
strategic search organization, manifested by an increased
number of switches between subcategories and therefore a
reduced semantic relatedness between subsequently retrieved
items, whereas the overall number of produced subcategories

was unaffected (Reverberi et al., 2006). It was further pro-
posed that an efficient strategy particularly affects fluency for
smaller semantic categories (Baldo et al., 2006; Reverberi et al.,
2006), which is corroborated by the present interaction in
anterior-dorsal BA 45 (Fig. 2H ). Inconsistent findings on the
sensitivity of semantic fluency for frontal lobe damage (Troyer
et al., 1998) may thus be caused by use of large semantic cat-
egories that allow for an automatically triggered collection of
items based on spreading activations, thus exerting only low
demands on top-down guided retrieval. Furthermore, given
that the present results suggest that controlled semantic re-
trieval is localized in anterior-dorsal BA 45, distributions of
lesion in previous studies may have affected posterior parts of
LIFG relevant for phonological fluency to a greater extent
(compare Stuss et al., 1998, Robinson et al., 2012) than ante-
rior parts of LIFG related to semantic fluency.

Finally, the present data demonstrate that domain-specific
activation differences exist in both directions (Fig. 2), but are
restricted to posterior-dorsal BA 45 (semantic � phonological;
red) and ventral BA 44 (phonological � semantic; blue). These
opposing effects may be associated with different cognitive pro-
cesses preceding the generation of correct responses in the two
types of verbal fluency. Although not directly demonstrated for
verbal fluency tasks until now, an anterior–posterior gradient in
LIFG for semantic versus phonological processing was related to
BA 44 and BA 45 previously (Poldrack et al., 1999; McDermott et
al., 2003). However, against earlier claims for a domain-specific
parcellation of LIFG, the differential activation, particularly in
BA 45, most likely originates from unequal demands on cognitive
control imposed by phonological and semantic tasks (Gold and
Buckner, 2002; Gold et al., 2005).

The present evidence for a functional segregation of BA 45
is also consistent with anatomical findings derived from
multiple-receptor mapping in humans (Amunts et al., 2010)
and cytoarchitectonic parcellations in macaque monkeys
(Petrides and Pandya, 1994, 2009; Gerbella et al., 2007), both
of which suggested a subdivision of BA 45 into an anterior part
(45A) and a posterior part (45B). In primates, the existence of
two distinct subareas within BA 45 is further supported by
divergent anatomical connectivity of BA 45A and 45B with
other cortical (Gerbella et al., 2010) and subcortical areas
(Contini et al., 2010). Previous neuroimaging experiments on
language-related processing revealed a functional segregation
of ventral and dorsal BA 44 (Makuuchi et al., 2009; see also
Friederici, 2011). The present data suggest a similar parcella-
tion of BA 45 into several functionally (and most likely also
anatomically) distinct subdivisions. However, relating the
present results to cytoarchitecture also warrants some caution,
because the applied probability maps may overestimate the
spatial extent of BA 44 and BA 45 toward unmapped cortex in
dorsally adjacent BA 9 and BA 9/46 (Eickhoff et al., 2005).
That is, the dissociation pattern in Figure 2B may partially
reflect functions of middle frontal gyrus, into which the pres-
ent activations extend.

Taken together, the present findings considerably expand
previous accounts on the role of LIFG in verbal fluency by
providing explanations for inconsistent findings in both the
extant neuroimaging and neuropsychological literature. Pho-
nological fluency is most likely triggered by subvocal syllabi-
fication (Rende et al., 2002) that overlaps with processes of
inner speech such as motor programming and articulation
(Indefrey and Levelt, 1999), as indicated by stronger activa-
tions of posterior LIFG (BA 44; Fig. 2, blue) close to adjacent
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(pre)motor areas. In contrast, search in semantic fluency
seems to rely particularly on top-down mechanisms of cogni-
tive control that are, however, task dependent and only critical
if automatic retrieval is insufficient. Therefore, one would ex-
pect lesions of LIFG to result in marked deficits of phonolog-
ical fluency, whereas semantic fluency should be affected only
under high task demands on controlled retrieval.
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